AGENDA

• THE COMMONS
• PAUL HALL & SSE DISTRICT
• UNIFIED GREEN
• DOWNTOWN TULANE POLICE DEPARTMENT
• CAMPUS MASTER PLAN DISCUSSION
THE COMMONS
OFFICE 205 & 206
PAUL HALL & SSE DISTRICT
SSE DISTRICT UPDATE

• Planning Study Program
  • To future proof the building as much as possible
  • To make sure that we addressing real departmental deficiencies and solving the most pressing problems
  • Incorporating Information on changing pedagogy – affects types of labs and classrooms
  • To understand how programs in Stern will be moved to accommodate that renovation once Paul Hall is complete (i.e., some of the uses in Stern may need to be programmed into Paul Hall).
  • A lot of the study will consist of faculty information gathering to define a clear direction on both Paul Hall and the renovation of Stern.

• Concurrently conducting a Utilities Master Plan Study for the Uptown Campus

• Upon completion, will begin pre-design and programming for Paul Hall
PAUL HALL UPDATE

• Site visits completed for Paul Hall to learn about current standards and uses of Science Buildings in Higher Education

• Exploring possibility of 4 vs. 8 stories for Paul Hall

• Potential Schedule
  • December 2018 – May 2019 – Science District Study
  • June 2019 – June 2020 – Design
  • June 2020 – June 2022 - Construction
SSE District Study

Dark Purple = SSE District

Light Purple = SSE Programs in Non SSE Buildings
Footprint - Original Project
x 4 floors = 35,332 GSF
x 8 floors = 70,644 GSF
Potential Footprint

17,000 sqft

x 4 floors = 68,000 GSF

x 8 floors = 136,000 GSF
UNIFIED GREEN
TUPD DOWNTOWN STATION UPDATE

• Project Completed August 30, 2018

• More defined and obvious presence of TUPD on the Downtown Campus
CAMPUS MASTER PLAN DISCUSSION